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Jak dobrze już znamy:  
 masę,  
 sprzężenia  
 szerokość 
 spin i parzystość 



Large Hadron Collider:  

25 years of preparation 
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Large Hadron Collider  
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Collisions at Large Hadron Collider 
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The first LHC run 
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Birth of  a particle …… 
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Higgs-like particle: 4-July  2012 
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 We are living in a privileged moment in the history of 

High Energy Physics: Our  first  fundamental  scalar  

 The discovery came at half of the design energy, 

much more severe pile-up and one-third of integrated 

luminosity than was originally judged as necessary.   



Higgs –like particle: 4 July 2012 
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And since then …. 
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And since then …. 
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Which Higgs boson we discovered? 
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Higgs boson was discovered in ZZ*, gg  and WW* 
decays 

 Higgs boson mass is ~125.6 GeV 
Measured in H->ZZ*->4l and H->gg 

ATLAS: mH = 125.5± 0.2 (stat) ± 0.6 (syst) GeV 

CMS:      mH = 125.7 ± 0.3(stat) ± 0.3 (syst) GeV 

 ATLAS and CMS data strongly favour  JP = 0+ SM 
quantum numbers; alternative models excluded at 
95% CL.  

 Signal strength m = s/sSM consistent with 1 

 

All measured properties are compatible with SM 
hypothesis.    
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Standard Model particles 
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Higgs boson: mass 
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 Both experiments should produce final results on  

a „summer” timescale. 

125.5 ± 0.2 (stat) ± 0.6 (syst) 125.7 ± 0.3 (stat) ± 0.3 (syst) 



Standard Model after Higgs discovery 
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More precise estimate of mW than the direct measurement! 

 Good agreement between measured mass and indirect prediction 

 Very good agreement over large number of observables 



Higgs boson couplings  
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Measuring Higgs couplings 
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Rather than discussing couplings, introduce concept of 
„scale-factors” ki : cross-section or partial width scale     
with ki
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Higgs boson couplings 
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 Pseudo-observables, i.e. are not measured directly, certain 

‚unfolding” procedure required to extract information 

 Simplified framework  (LO –like): 

 Signals originate from single resonance with mass ~125 GeV 

 The width of the assumed Higgs boson is neglected, i.e. zero-

width approximation is used 

 

 

 

 Only modifications of coupling strenghts are considered, the 

tensor structure is assumed as in the SM i.e.  assume that it is 

„Higgs-like” resonance. 

 



Higgs boson production 
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Higgs boson decays 
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4 production modes x 5 decay modes (gg,ZZ,WW,bb,tt) 

~ 100 exclusive final states (production, decay, event categories)  
are contributing to mH ~125 GeV! 



Relative couplings 
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Relative couplings 
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Model (I): Couplings to fermions and vector bosons 
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What do we measure? 
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mzz(@125.5 GeV) = 1.44 +0.40 
– 0.35                             6.6s (4.4 exp) ATLAS 

mzz(@125.6 GeV) = 0.93 +0.26+0.13 
– 0.23-0.09            6.8s (6.7 exp) CMS 

 



What do we measure? 
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What do we measure? 
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mgg(@125.5 GeV) = 1.57 +0.33 
– 0.28        7.4s (4.3 exp) ATLAS 

mgg(@125.7 GeV) = 0.77 +0.29 
– 0.26        3.2s (3.9 exp) CMS  



Higgs boson decay channels 
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Probe the production mode 
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SM 

SM 



Probe the  production mode 
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Indirect sensitivity to fermion couplings 
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Disentangling the couplings 
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A comment on interference 
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Model (I) 
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Precision today of 10-20% level:  

kV = 1.15 ± 0.08 

kF = 0.99 + 0.17 – 0.15 

 



Overall comparison of all coupling results 
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Higgs boson spin-parity  
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 Standard Model hypothesis predicts JP=0+ 

 Test several alternative JP against the SM and observe 

which is favored by data.  

 Alternative models:    JP = 0-, 2+, 1+, 1-  

 Use: Hgg, H->ZZ*  4l, H  W*  lnln 

 Observation in the  di-photon channel implies C=1 and J≠1 

 Observation  in WW channel favors J=0 

 Observation in ZZ and WW channels disfavors P=-1 

 Large number of options to probe spin directy: 

 From the associate poduction mode (VH, VBF, ggF) 

 From the decay angles and the spin correlations when 

applicable 

 From the production angle cosq* distribution  

 



What we are trying to exclude? 
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What we are trying to exclude? 
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Spin observables for H->gg 
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Fit method  for H->gg 
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Higgs boson spin-parity  
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Data are consistent  with  0+  on every test.  



Higgs boson width 
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Direct measurements are limited 
by experimental resolution  

CMS:  

    Hgg    results  GH < 6.9 GeV 

    HZZ   results  GH < 3.4 GeV 



Higgs interferometry 
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Higgs interferometry 
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Very important result! Observed limit is half of the expected – data 
deficits in both channel/ Theory systs (LO +Kf) under control? 



The Higgs boson so far….. 
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 Higgs boson discovery is now firmly established at 

mH ~125 GeV 

 Couplings to fermions and weak bosons (verified to 

~10-30% precision) 

 Custodial symmetry verified (~15% precision)  

 Existence of a boson with non-universal familly 

couplings established  (tt evidence and no mm signal) 

 The spin and parity is consistent with predicted in the 

Standard Model 



A few words looking ahead to 2015 
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Cross section ratios 
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Hugely increased potential for discovery of heavy particles 
at ~13-14 TeV.  

But life can become harder for states lighter than ttbar 

 



Outlook 
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 The boson discovered at the LHC by ATLAS and 

CMS experiments has properties so far consistent 

with the „Higgs” scalar boson expected from the 

BEH mechanism (minimal sector of the Standard 

Model) 

 New horisons and measurements possible 

involving Higgs boson. 

 The capacity to establish additional New Physics 

heavily depends on the progress in experimental 

and theory modeling of the SM processes.   
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Additional slides 



CP mixing 
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Test of predicted Yukawa structure of the couplings  
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ATLAS detector 
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The Higgs boson so far….. 
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 Higgs boson is not a gauge boson, mass not 

protected by symmetries of the theory 



After the Higgs: the EW fit of the Standard Model 
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Unique situation: 

 For the first time SM is fully over-
constrained 

 For the first time elekroweak 
observables can be unambiguously 
predicted at loop level.  

 Powerfull predictions of kety 
observables now possible, much 
better than w/o mH 

 

Paradigm shift for EW fit. 

 Self-consistency of the SM 

  Possible contributions from BSM 
model 

 Improved accuracies set benchmarks 
for the new measurements! 

mH consistent at 1.3s with 
indirect predictions from SM 
fit.  Prediction:  
          mH = 94 +24 

-22 GeV 



After the Higgs: the EW fit of the Standard Model 
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SUSY limits: ATLAS 
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H->gg analysis 
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H->gg analysis 
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syst 



Differential cross-section measurements in H->gg 
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Analysis method 
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Differential cross-section measurements in H->gg 
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Differential cross-section measurements in H->gg 
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H->ZZ*->4l analysis 
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H->ZZ*->4l analysis 
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H->ZZ*->4l analysis 
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Combined mass measurement 
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Compatibility of the mass measurement 
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Combined signal strength for mH = 125 GeV 
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Measurement of differential production rate 
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Spin-parity 
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Spin observables for H->gg 
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Fit method for H->gg 
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Bgd subtracted cosq* distribution 
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0+ 

2+ 
Ref. [4] Ref. [4] 



Spin-parity observables for H->ZZ*->4l 
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Spin-parity 
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Higgs boson: what is next? 
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SM Higgs boson production (mH = 125 GeV) 
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H -> mm search 
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H -> mm search: results 
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H->bb search: exploit unique topology 
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H->bb search: the fits 
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Z+bb 

W+bb 

ttbar 



H->bb search: cross-check with VZ(->bb) 
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H->bb search: cross-check with VZ(->bb) 
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H->bb search: results 
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H->tt analysis (1) 
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H->tt analysis (2) 
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H->tt analysis (3) 
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For each BDT score calculate S/B, fill into this plot. 



H->tt analysis (4) 
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H->tt results 
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More Higgs highlights 
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Prospects for Higgs measurement precision 
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ATLAS Detector 
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Summary on properties in bosonic channels 
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ATLAS upgrades for HL-LHC 
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H->gg 
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H->gg: photon reco/identification 
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H->gg: background rejection 
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H->ZZ*->4l 
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H->WW*->lnln 
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